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Update an area covering over 30.000 sqkm, 4 spatial 

data themes and 16 layers

MAIN GOALS

Fallow update rules described in more than 1000  

pages of technical documentation

Correction for small and time consuming errors resulted from 

the update process

QC of the geometry against over 150 topologic rules 

with 0.1% tolerance

Keep an accurate record of all the changes

Maintain the planned schedular for the delivery of the 

data 



„Tu jest miejsce na wyróżniony tekst lub cytat. Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet, lorem ipsum dolor sit amet”

“There are no big problems, there are just 
a lot of little problems. “

Henry Ford



Data structure

Road network

Water Network

Constructions

Landcover



“Best way to escape from our problems is to 
solve them… using FME”

Anonymous



Design workbenches to be run for 
as many as possible of the 

repetitive actions



TRANSLATIONS AND PARAMETERS FOR EACH THEME

Constructions check

Cross theme check

Road network check

Water network check

Landcover check

Geometry check



OTHER ADDITIONAL TRANSLATION



Automatic 3D correction of small 

geometry error ( <0.5 m)



SNAPPER  AND IMPROVED 3D SNAPPER



SNAPPER  AND IMPROVED 3D SNAPPER



Group rules for specific theme 
under thematic workbenches



Topologic rules



Thematic workbench



Keep a record of all the actions and 

progress Have a tracking of all the modification done on data

Ensure all steps of the data processing are made

In order to:

Have a status in real time of the current state and take 

appropriate decisions

Have a general overview of the effort involved at 

present and better adjust resources for the next cycle.



Use FME to extract updates history Source and update spatial database are

compared in near real time and modifications

are stored to MYSQL tables



Classify updates into classes



Keep a record of all the actions and progress



Use MYSQL database to store the 

history of modification

Update features



Update features

Use MYSQL database to store the 

history of modification



Keep a track of topological errors corrected



Topology rules
Use spatial database datasets to 

store a record of all the automatic 

QC



Topology rules

Use MYSQL database to store a 

record of all the automatic QC



Thank you for your attention


